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Impressions Moderna by Lumicor engages the senses with a collection of embossed 
décors that add an artistic touch to any interior. This curated collection harnesses 
geometric patterns, playful colors, and bold light-play to charm modern sensibilities 
and ensure your next project leaves a lasting impression.

IMPRESSIONS | MODERNA

Front Cover
Décor | Tech + Agave
Artist | Brett Polonsky
brettpolonsky.com

Décor | Metro + Lemon
Artist | Michael King 
neomodo.weebly.com

Décor | Evolve + Cornflower
Artist | Savy Jane
savyjanestudios.com

Décor | Groove + Honeydew
Artist | Yoona Lee

rhymeswithrace.com
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The Impressions Moderna campaign is a feel-good, repurposed story wrapped 
in modern art. As a way to upcycle our manufacturing materials and be better 
stewards to our community and environment, we commissioned local artists to 
give our industrial canvas a second life through the creation of a one-of-a-kind 
work of art. We believe, as manufacturers, that we have a greater responsibility 
to be green and strive to establish ongoing relationships with the artistic and 
educational communities to encourage creative reuse of our materials.

OFF THE WALL

Left
Décor | Jive
Artist | John Freeman
yelvertonfreeman.com

Right
Décor | Bit
Artist | Becky Frehse
beckyfrehse.com

Décor | Divot
Artist | Adam Hansen
addictedtopaint.com
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Easily combine Impressions’ embossed textures with translucent luminous color. Be 
empowered, steer your project’s palette from bright and bold to sophisticated and 
subtle through the use of Lumicor’s Spectrum Add-Ons; choose from the standard 
color palette or layer colors for that perfect hue. The possibilities are nearly limitless.

A SPLASH OF COLOR

Décor | Optic
Artist | Shawn Foote
shawnfoote.com

Décor | Optic + Sunflower

Décor | Circuit
Artist | Lisa Daniel

lisadaniel.artspan.com
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